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On 25 May, 2018, after four years of policy preparation and debate, the

European Union (EU) will finally begin enforcement of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). Borne from mid-90s Data Protection Directive 95/46/
EC, which itself was derived from an early 1980s European privacy policy, the
principles governing the GDPR are not new: protect personal data and the

individual privacy. However, empowered by today’s technologically-advanced

and dispersed society, the wave of big data collection and distribution has fully

crested, forcing policy makers to realize the need for greater consumer privacy,
control, and protection.

At its heart, the GDPR is intended to strengthen the rights of EU citizens to

determine how their personal data is processed by organizations operating in

the EU and abroad. Per the official EU GDPR web portal, the regulation impacts
all companies who “offer goods or services to—or monitor the behavior of—EU

data subjects…regardless of the company’s location.” Unlike previous policies

and directives, the GDPR is backed by significant penalties for non-compliance.
Organizations found in non-compliance can be fined up to 4% of annual global
turnover for breaching GDPR or €20 Million, which ever is higher.

Enterprise-scale service companies, such as telecoms, cable providers, and the
entertainment industry are particularly susceptible to GDPR enforcement. For
example, British telco provider Vodafone operates networks in 26 countries

and partners with an additional 50 international markets. Once enforced, the
GDPR represents a significant requirement with far reaching implications for

the company’s Digital Blueprint, an overarching strategy core to their Digital

Transformation Initiatives. Vodafone’s Group Privacy Team will be faced with a

particularly daunting task. The Group must meet the transparency and privacy
requirements mandated by the GDPR, while still ensuring the continued

innovation and enhancements for their omni-channel customer experiences.
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Introducing Grey Matter
Decipher Technology Studios’ Grey Matter is a cloud-native, cloud agnostic,

virtualized microservice platform fully capable of facilitating GDPR-level data

transparency and traceability while still enabling the fidelity of data capture and

analysis necessary to meet a company’s distributed systems needs. Grey Matter is

composed of three interlacing elements: Fabric, the mesh enabling interactive IoT

sensors, devices, data access points, and their data; Sense: the AI-enabled network
control plane; and Data: the controlled, highly secure, distributed IoT data delivery
network.

For the purposes of this white paper, we focus on how Grey Matter Data, the secure
content distribution network, impacts an Enterprise’s ability to maintain customer
innovation in a GDPR landscape. We key on four critical areas:
• Purpose-based data access control;
• Data transfer between business processes;
• Data provenance as a means of regulatory oversight, and;
• The user’s “right to be forgotten.”
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Data security is elemental to Grey Matter

Grey Matter is designed to maintain critical GDPR requirements for confidentiality,
integrity, provenance, and authenticity, utilizing encrypted telemetry and data, with
negligible performance overhead.

Control

Data access via purpose-determined attribute-based encryption (ABE)
empowers the user to determine who uses their data, and how.
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Encryption

Every object with your data stream is encrypted using a key unique to that
object. Data sharing is inherently cryptographically enforced. Content

streams are never stored unencrypted on disk, and the compromise of one
machine is insufficient to compromise others.

Resilience and Protection

Security is maintained through compartmentalized system-wide content
and API monitoring. Survivability and functionality are further shielded

through resiliency layers, allowing the mitigation of any discovered threat
or vulnerability.

Provenance

Enhanced audit logging and immutable transaction ledgers ensure your
++–

–––
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company can reliably prove GDPR compliance.

Monitoring and Reporting

Maximum insight into data flows, function level telemetry, SLA manage-

ment, and systems operations ensures immediate notification of potential

systems anomalies, enabling enterprises the ability to broadcast potential
intrusions or misuses of data.
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The above graphic notionally demonstrates

how a large-scale, internationally-distributed

organization can employ multiple Grey Matter
Data nodes to facilitate effective secure data

sharing and user-defined, purpose-based data
control. In this example, the organization is

operating eight globally-dispersed Grey Matter
Data nodes, each responsible for different
business functions.

AF-ZA
South African ofﬁce in Johannesburg, for
support and mobile app development
AF-JP
East Asian ofﬁce for sales and drone
sensor development
EU-LU
European ofﬁce for sales, support, and
deployments therein
NA-US-CA
On the west coast for machine-learning
projects and visual media
NA-US-DC
Headquarters in Washington DC,
intended to contain a copy of all data
NA-US-NY
New York ofﬁce, focused on ﬁnancials

On User-Determined Purpose
and Data Transfer
Under GDPR, organizations may only use customer-provided data for the

purpose in which they have provided consent. For instance, under GDPR,
Personal Data collected by a company from a customer to complete a
transaction cannot be shared with that company’s marketing department unless the customer has also provided explicit consent for that

purpose. For companies as geographically and transnationally dispersed
as many global telecoms, cable services, and entertainment industries,

this represents an area of considerable GDPR compliance concern. Large
companies are often not fully aware of the size, scope, and location

of their customer data, nor are they fully aware of the sharing policies

market to market by which their various internal components use and

re-use customer data. However, in the area of data access control, the

application of Grey Matter helps mitigate future rules-based data access
concerns.

With Grey Matter, customers set the parameters governing their personal

data’s purpose of use. Through the application of Grey Matter’s advanced
access control mechanisms, access to data can be explicitly limited to

individuals or services determined by the customer via attribute-based

encryption (ABE). In addition, the tagging of such data could ultimately
facilitate the creation of digital experience omni-channel interfaces

designed to better inform customer data sharing and purpose-based use
decisions.

Through Grey Matter, global companies gain further insight via the eventual surface of disparate, potentially unknown dependencies within their
Business Support Systems (BSS) and Operation Support Systems (OSS).

Previously unrealized component interconnections accessing or sharing

data subjected to GDPR regulation will begin to surface. Companies are
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Data can be shared
amongst multiple nodes,
limited to a single use
determined by user
selection. Each node is
configureable to allow for
data replication, share,
and/or receipt on a caseby-case basis.

than afforded the opportunity to determine how to continue serving these mechanisms in line with GDPR regulatory requirements.

Ensuring user data access and use is limited to the customer’s intended purpose
assists enterprise-scale companies in building and maintaining customer trust,
while complying with GDPR.

On Data Provenance and Regulatory Oversight
The GDPR empowers both customers to control their Personal Data, and the

regulatory bodies conducting oversight on their behalf. To that end, ensuring and
reporting upon data provenance will receive increased scrutiny. Similar to our

previous examination of user-defined purpose-based data use-case management,

Grey Matter can facilitate telecom customer data provenance. Regulatory oversight
through enhanced audit logging and immutable transaction ledgers can also be

employed to forensically determine the lifecycle of any data object passing through
the fabric. Telecoms can also utilize Grey Matter’s data audit logs to track the

provenance of data as it flows through the enterprise, allowing visibility into data

engagement activities governed by a customer proof of consent contract. Through

audit log review, enterprise telecoms and regulatory monitors can confirm that user
data has only been used and/or accessed for the customer’s intended purpose.

On The User’s Right to be Forgotten
Finally, the GDPR ensures customers have the “right to be forgotten.” By nature of

legacy data handling architecture and business process, this may present the most
difficult GDPR compliance challenge an enterprise-scale company is likely to face.
Not only does the right to be forgotten cover the Personal Data directly related to
a particular user, it may also include data derived from the analysis of that user’s

overall profile. For example, algorithmically derived recommender data generated
by the analysis of a customer’s purchase history also falls under the GDPR rubric.

We have already touched upon Grey Matter’s ability to mitigate the unwarranted
spread of data throughout a dispersed system. However, a secondary means of

control lies in the potential for customers to set time-based auto-deletions of their
Personal Data. Similarly, with tailored support, Grey Matter could also facilitate a

customer-defined service-level agreement (SLA)-like set of business rules ordaining
the deletion of their data once it is used for its defined purpose. This capability is

still in conceptual phase, but presents great promise for additional enterprise-scale
customer control over the purpose-defined utility of their data.
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About Decipher’s Grey Matter
Grey Matter consists of three key frameworks within the
microservice mesh platform.
Fabric
The master control plane
and data plane, managing
the entire mesh platform
within an Enterprise. The
goal of our control plane is
to set fleet-wide policy and
control that is enacted by
the data plane.

Data
The edge data distribution and content delivery
network that many micro/
nano-services within an
Enterprise will require to
move secure, targeted data
from service to service,
potentially across markets
and regions.

Sense
The AI Foundation where all
of the data about the mesh
network is collected and
leveraged for advanced
Neural Net AI to be used on
the network and throughout
an Enterprise (the Final
Frontier of true network
operations AI).

Fabric
A distributed system increases deployment complexity, operations, and density
on the infrastructure and network; Grey Matter ensures maximum utilization of

resources using function level telemetry, SLA management, AI and a fleet-wide

distributed control and data plane, abstracting this complexity away from the Infrastructure and Network. Some quick definitions:

• Service mesh data plane: R esponsible for service discovery, health checking,
routing, load balancing, authentication/authorization, and observability; may
touch every packet/request in multiple system streams.

• Service mesh control plane: Provides policy and configuration for all of the

running data planes in the mesh, turns all of the data planes into a distributed
system; does not touch any packets/requests in the system.

Each service instance is colocated with our Grey Matter sidecar network proxy. All
TCP network traffic (HTTP, REST, gRPC, etc.) from an individual service instance
flows via its local sidecar proxy to the appropriate destination. The service

instances are not aware of the network at large and only know about their local

Grey Matter proxy. In effect, the distributed system network has been abstracted
away from the service programmer.

Data
Grey Matter powers decentralized, event-driven, low-powered, remote IoT systems,
while supporting local legacy monolithic systems via proxy. Sharing is cryp-

tographically enforced. Specifically, Grey Matter Data serves as the data hub for all
transactional pipelines within Grey Matter.

Grey Matter provides a pioneering distributed systems architecture employing

an enterprise data lake, access APIs, and strong encryption layers atop pluggable
storage backends, such as Amazon S3. Encryption keys are stored such that the

compromise of a single machine is insufficient to decrypt any data, compromises

cannot spread between objects, users never have direct possession of object keys,
and yet authorized emergency decryption remains possible.
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Sense
Grey Matter ensures optimal resource usage with advanced telemetry, SLA
management, and AI, working together as a distributed service mesh.

AIOps-enabled Network Function Virtualization (NFV) can reduce CAPEX and

OPEX, enhance service agility, and reduce deployment times, driving enhanced
revenue generation. In its full manifestation, Grey Matter serves as the central

nervous systems for Telco Network AI within a complex micro/nano service enabled
enterprise. Grey Matter collects and stores function-level mesh telemetry information such as HTTP/S and RPC requests per second, latency, CPU utilization, heap,
error codes, process memory utilization, and importantly aggregated percentile
ranges for each statistic without the need for
instrumentation code.

The use of Grey Matter can also drive next generation autonomous global CSP

network platforms and infrastructure supporting a range of capabilities from traditional device experiences to the deployment of a full range of IoT sensors. With

Grey Matter, users can leverage AI to surface and analyze critical operations and
technical data, enabling automated systems management through high-volume

forward- and backward-looking telemetry capture and analysis. This enables Telco
providers to begin critical data preparation, fully understanding their key points of
integration interest leveraged by multi-channel experiences. As an added benefit,
both Decipher and a Telco partner can further co-develop operational networkbased AI algorithms and methodologies based on collected time-based digital
mesh telemetry.
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